
THE BLUEPRINT 1.0



to empower the next generation of music 
artists, producers and songwriters 

through the $AIR ecosystem

OUR MISSION



$AIR LAUNCHED ON THE 4TH MARCH 2022. We created $AIR to support and empower musicians at all levels 
and compel others in the industry to join with us on our mission to create a more equitable, profitable 
future for artists and music professionals.

We are striving for greater efficacy and transparency across all aspects of the music industry and we 
aim to utilise technological advancements to create a fairer space for all.

In our first week we hit an ATH of 21m and gained more than 2000+ holders. We have continuously built 
and refined processes and systems whilst still managing to pay out $255,683 within those crazy first 24 
hours. Building from this we are so proud to already have supported over 100 artists and community 
initiatives whilst paying out over $600,000.

The money used has not only supported artists to build studios, release albums, purchase equipment, 
go on tour and shoot music videos; but also has supported initiatives in multiple countries ranging from 
building community music studios for kids, funding steel pan bands,  and funding music scholarships in 
Jamaica. We are proud to have already impacted the lives of many young children and through our 
mission of empowering the next generation of music talent through crypto and blockchain, we fully 
intend to go bigger and better with this.

BACKGROUND



CONTINUED…  It is also key to mention that we are successfully educating and migrating music artists 
from web2 to web3 and proving how positive an impact successful integration of crypto and blockchain 
can have. Whilst this has not been easy (most notable situation here being an artist sending their home 
address when asked for an ETH address….) it’s clear that this upskilling needs to happen and this is 
another aspect of $AIR we are incredibly proud of. 

We talk a lot about building generational wealth and knowledge — we truly have an opportunity here to 
not only build an unbelievable business making real positive impact, but also set future generations up 
with the tools to succeed and prosper.

We are now fully doxxed showing our commitment to this space (we’re not going anywhere) and to 
cement this we are also now a registered LLC in the UK.

Please note that we also recognise the importance of sustainability given the excessive energy usage 
caused by blockchain transactions, and as such we aim to find more efficient and environmentally 
friendly ways to counteract this wherever possible.

BACKGROUND CONT…



INTRODUCING THE FOUNDERS



AKA @KINGCHOOGLES
Jake is Creative Director and Founder of Clokkemaker. He has worked 
with some of the biggest brands, talent and technology platforms 
around the world alongside founding and raising capital for different 
startups and initiatives.

As well as leading creative direction day to day for Clokkemaker and 
its affiliated brands, he sits on a number of advisory boards including 
technology platform Sphere, US United and is a founding member of 
The Freedom Project in partnership with House of Mandela. He is also 
a member of the PTTOW! Social Justice Task Force.

Brands that Jake has worked on include; Warner Music Group, Ralph 
Lauren, Snapchat, Burberry, House of Mandela, Sony Music Group, 
Hypebeast and Gumball 3000.

Jake has worked on projects for multi-platinum global artists 
including The Game, Chance The Rapper, Ed Sheeran, Bella Poarch, 
Ghetts, Gorillaz, Liam Gallagher and manages UK artist Jelani 
Blackman.

www.linkedin.com/in/jakemurphyclokkemaker/

JAKE MURPHY

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jakemurphyclokkemaker/


AKA @KIDVALENTINE
Ben is MD and founder of London creative agency The 
Sampling Project.

He’s been on the board of a number of creative agencies and 
clocked over 20 years’ experience across pretty much every 
discipline in marketing; from experiential to TV, film & 
production to social and digital; with a career delivering 
campaigns for some of the world’s biggest brands across 
tech, fashion, alcohol, FMCG and entertainment including 
Nike, Adidas, Samsung, Amazon, Bacardi and Peroni.

www.linkedin.com/in/benedict-lock-84655117/

BenEDICT lock

http://www.linkedin.com/in/benedict-lock-84655117/


AKA @GWHIZZ
Greg has worked with some of biggest luxury brands in the world 
across digital project management, e-commerce, PR, brand 
development and media planning.

His previous roles include brand & media consultancy for premium 
audio manufacturer Bowers & Wilkins and luxury watchmaker 
Watches of Switzerland. Prior to this he spent 5.5 years in a senior 
management position at LVMH where he managed teams across 
digital, e-commerce, PR and media planning for brands like 
Hennessy, Dom Pérignon, Belvedere Vodka, Ardbeg and Veuve 
Clicquot.

He led music-based campaigns at Hennessy in partnership with 
Universal and Abbey Road Studios (of Beatles fame) with artists such 
as; Mike Skinner, Flohio, JP Cooper, Kojey Radical and Krept & Konan 
in a campaign that reached over 15m people.

Prior to this he’s worked at Hendrick’s Gin and in digital agencies 
project managing development and marketing for a range of clients 
including Jack Daniel’s and Samsung.

www.linkedin.com/in/hi-greg/

Greg mccann

http://www.linkedin.com/in/hi-greg/


ADVISORY BOARD



Advisory board
WE HAVE STARTED TO BUILD OUT OUR ALL STAR TEAM OF ADVISORS, CURRENTLY THERE ARE 4 BUT THIS NUMBER 

WILL CONTINUE TO GROW WITH INCREDIBLE TALENT TO HELP US ACHIEVE OUR LONG TERM VISION.

THE ROLE OF ADVISORS IS TO PROVIDE INDUSTRY SUPPORT AND CONNECTIONS TO THE CORE TEAM AND HELP US 
BUILD $AIR INTO A GLOBAL ESTABLISHED BRAND OVER THE YEARS TO COME.



MONIQUE BLAKE
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER

General Manager for Swizz Beatz Productions and
VP of Marketing & Music for Verzuz/Triller, Monique
became the very first member of Ape In Records’
advisory board!

With over 20 years of music industry experience
under her belt, Monique Blake has created a lane for
herself that some can only dream about.

Over the years Monique has worked for Soundtrack
Studios, Elektra Records / Atlantic Records and J
Records / RCA. As well as overseeing the music and
events at Clokkemaker, Monique is General Manager
for Swizz Beatz Productions and Business Partner to
Grammy-Award Winning Producer and Artist Swizz
Beatz. If that isn't enough Blake helped Turn 'Verzuz'
into music's most influential livestream.



DJ Skee built an empire by consistently identifying the
next trends in music and culture first.

As a DJ, Skee is best known for introducing the world to
artists including Kendrick Lamar, Lady Gaga, Post
Malone, Travis Scott, and more on his TV and radio
platforms. Skee has produced for defining artists of
this era ranging from Snoop Dogg to Michael
Jackson and composed music for top selling video
game series like HALO and Ghost Recon.

Skee has been honored with numerous awards and
accolades including Mixtape and Radio DJ Of The
Year, Billboard and Forbes “30 Under 30,” as well
a mayoral proclamation in his hometown of St. Paul
Minnesota.

In raw numbers, Skee has generated over 4 billion
views and has a network of over 2 million followers.

Dj skee
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER



Julie Nollet spent more than 10 years in the
music industry at a time when it had to
reinvent its full model, working in labels such
as Capitol Records, EMI, RCA and Columbia.

She then moved to the luxury wines & spirits
industry at LVMH to work on heritage brands
such as Dom Perignon, Ruinart, Moet &
Chandon, Krug, and Hennessy.

Julie is currently the Global CMO of Hennessy,
a brand historically involved in music culture
which has cherished and supported artists
since it was founded in the late 18th century.

Julie nollet
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER



Tom Windish is a booking agent for
musicians. He’s also an artist manager,
investor and entrepreneur.

Tom started his own agency nearly 15
years ago and saw it grow to 80
employees and over 1000 artist clients.

He currently works with artists such as
Billie Eilish, Rina Sawayama and alt-J.

Tom windish
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER



TOKENOMICS



I’M A BIG STATEMENT, QUOTE 
OR TITLE PAGE BABY

$ 30-60 SECOND INTRO VIDEO



THE $AIR ECOSYSTEM



We have made rapid progress over the last 10 days. Over 
ambition is to build a long term profitable $AIR ecosystem 
to allow us to support more artists in the future. 

The $AIR ecosystem will be broken down into several 
different divisions which are all aligned with the same 
singular mission - making $AIR a globally successful 
business. We will be building long-term income streams 
to enable us to achieve our vision of empowering artists 
whilst providing value to token holders.

PROFIT GENERATED FROM THE BUSINESS WILL GO TOWARDS:
25% BUYING AND BURNING $AIR
25% MARKETING
50% PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

THE $AIR ECOSYSTEM



MEDIA OPEN AIRMUSIC FASHION

THE $AIR ECOSYSTEM



THE BACK BONE OF OUR EXISTENCE WHICH BUILDS INDUSTRY CREDIBILITY & SERVES AS A SOURCE OF MARKETING

We’ll continue to support artists, producers, songwriters, engineers, managers and community 
projects to let them focus on creating by supplying funds for equipment, studio time, music video and 
tour support amongst other things. This will never change. We will also start to build an artist portal 
which will offer various partnerships, platforms and materials (legal advice, mental health support, 
premium content offerings etc) so we can really help all aspects of their career. This will end up 
becoming a community of its own right which we are looking at potential NFT integrations for.

As this grows we will also start to develop different tiers of funding, bringing in globally recognised 
“Tastemakers” who will help curate nomination groups of artists they truly believe in across multiple 
genres. We will work alongside our Tastemakers to produce final lists which will then be sent to the 
community to have final say on the winning artists (DAO voting system). We will also begin to 
introduce web3 & metaverse solutions for artists moving forward which will provide additional 
revenue streams and perks for $AIR holders.

MUSIC DIVISION



MEDIA & CONTENT DIVISION
BUILD OUR BRAND IN THE INDUSTRY, DEVELOP PLATFORMS FOR OUR ARTISTS AND DRIVE REVENUE FOR $AIR

Our media & content division will develop long and short form content and platforms ranging from 
performance based music series (Colours, Tiny Desk, Fire In The Booth) across different genres for 
talent discovery; podcasts, music stage and playlist curation, radio stations, community workshops, 
IRL events, metaverse shows across platforms such as Sandbox, Zepeto, Decentraland, Somnium etc, 
social content franchises, and even into partnerships within the gaming / esports space too. 

We plan to build strong foundations where we can also have our own $AIR festival at the right time. 
$AIR token holders will receive perks and benefits directly related to these activations with potential 
royalty integrations too.



FASHION DIVISION
BRAND DEVELOPMENT & ONGOING REVENUE STREAM TO SUPPORT ARTISTS AND BUILD REVENUE FOR $AIR SUPPORT
ARTISTS AND BUILD REVENUE FOR $AIR
Our fashion division will consist of an owned line of physical and digital products that will provide 
ongoing revenue streams to the business. Focussed on delivering high quality products in limited 
quantities, dropping in line with relevant cultural moments, we will collaborate with celebrated 
designers and brands as well as seek out the freshest emerging talent to create pieces that 
symbolise the ethos of $AIR. 

The Fashion division will enable us to offer further channels to provide support to the creatively 
minded to express themselves. We look to drive sustainable growth and revenue to the $AIR 
community selling DTC as well as growing a presence across an elevated boutique network. $AIR 
token holders will receive access to ultra limited and custom editions, early/exclusive access as well 
as access to unique fashion events experiences.



TO CREATE AN ALWAYS ON SAAS PRODUCT TO BUILD ROYALTY TRANSPARECY IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 
& PROVIDE REVENUE FOR THE $AIR TOKEN

Royalties and payments in music can be extremely opaque and simple administrative mistakes 
regarding submissions of meta-data frequently lead to incorrect, lost or partial distribution of 
royalties. This means songwriters, artists, producers, publishers and labels are frequently leaving 
money on the table. To remedy this institutional issue, we are going to launch $OPENAIR, a product    
to ensure higher standards are adhered to when it comes to royalty management and ultimately  
create a universally fairer and more equitable industry for all.

Upon successful completion of this process with clients they will be able to effectively achieve a         
B-Corp like status which will become the gold standard within the industry when it comes to 
transparency with payments. Blockchain technology is already revolutionising the music industry.  
and this will become another positive use case of this.

OPEN AIR (ROYALTY PRODUCT)



MEDIA OPEN AIRMUSIC FASHION

THE $AIR ECOSYSTEM

• TALENT FUNDING INITIATIVES
• TALENT PORTAL AND EDUCATION
• TASTEMAKER TALENT CURATION
• DAO ARTIST VOTING
• WEB 3 & METAVERSE SOLUTIONS
• STAGE CURATION

• CONTENT PRODUCTION
• MUSIC TALENT DISCOVERY SERIES
• IRL TALENT EVENTS
• METAVERSE SHOWS
• $AIR FESTIVAL
• EXCLUSIVE $AIR HOLDER PERKS 

• LIMITED EDITION MERCH DROPS
• BRAND AND DESIGNER COLLABS
• ACCESS FOR $AIR HOLDERS
• FASHION EVENT EXCLUSIVES AND 

ACCESS FOR $AIR HOLDERS

• ROYALTY MANAGEMENT
• INDUSTRY STANDARD CERTIFICATION
• SAAS PRODUCT MODEL 



ROADMAP

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4
Stealth launch
CMC / CG
Artist grants
Youth initiative funding 
Advisory board

THE BLUEPRINT 1.0
Fashion collab & drops
New website
Talent portal / discovery
Content production
Stage curation

IRL talent series
DAO artist voting
Artist metaverse shows
Open AIR certification
ATL advertising
THE BLUEPRINT 2.0

$AIR metaverse festival
Open AIR SAAS product
THE BLUEPRINT 3.0



BENEFIT TO $AIR HOLDERS
GIVEAWAYS & ACCESS FROM SUPPORTED ARTISTS, PARTNER BRANDS AND EVENTS BOTH IRL & METAVERSE

LIMITED EDITION MERCH DROP ACCESS & DAO SYSTEM VOTING

BUY BACK & BURNS FROM PROFIT GENERATED FROM BUSINESS STREAMS 



THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING
This is our first lite paper. More revenue streams are 

being worked on and will be announced when ready. 

THE BLUEPRINT 2.0 IS ALREADY IN THE WORKS…



THANK YOU


